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Johns Hopkins Studies
in Atlantic History and Culture

Atlantic Etnpires
THE NE1WORK OF TRADE AND REVOLUfION, 1713-1826

Peggy K. Liss
International relations in the eighteenth century
- particularly those involving Atlantic imperial
powers and their colonies - went much deeper
than war and trade. In Atlantic Empires, Peggy Liss
explores the complex network of commerce, revo
Iution, and ideology which bound Britain and Iberia
to their colonies in the Americas and shaped events
in all of those areas.

Liss presents a fresh interpretation of the eight
eenth-century revolutions and of the intellectual

and political ferment that accompanied the breakup of the old empires
and the formation of the new American nations. $29.95

Main Currents in Caribbean Thought
THE HISTORICAL EVOLUfION OF CARIBBEANSOCIElY IN ITS

IDEOLOGICAL ASPECfS, 1492-1900
Gordon K. Lewis

"This is a splendid book - broad and important, wise and informed, ele
gant in expression and persuasive in personal commitment."-RichardM.
Morse, Stanford University

The most significant work to date by one of the leaders of modern Carib
bean scholarship. Gordon Lewis probes deeply into the multicultural
origins of Caribbean society, tracing the evolution of the distinctive
ideology that has arisen from the region's unique historical mixture of
peoples and beliefs. $25.00

The Man-of-Words in the West Indies
PERFORMANCE AND THE EMERGENCE OF CREOLE CULTIJRE

Roger D. Abrahams
One of the nation's leading authorities on Afro-Americanculture here looks
at language and folklore in the West Indies. Roger Abraham's vivid re
creations of ritualized speechmaking in traditional West Indian Villages
reveal the verbal contest to be the defining pattern and the performer, or
"man-of-words," to be the paradigmatic figure in modern Afro-American
society. $24.50 hardcover, $12.95 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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Rituals of Marginality
Polit ics, Process, and Cultu re Change in
Central Urban Mexico, 1969- 1974
by Carlos G. Velez-Ibanez
Thispolitical ethnog raphy of a squatter city analyzes the process of
political organization among the "marginalized" population of Netza
huacoyotllzcalli, the fourth largest city in Mexico. " Velez hasdone
an extraordinary job." - Eric R. Wolf 527.50

Women in Hispanic Literature
Icons and Fallen Idols
Edited by Beth Miller
While this pioneering collection shows amp le evidence of the dual
archetype of woman as icon and woman as fallen idol, the essays reach
beyond these stereotypes to more complex sociological and theoret
ical concerns . 527.00

90
,8 9 3 University of California Press

Berkeley 94720

, 9 8 3 Ninety years of scholarly excellence

Titles of recent articles show the timelessness and relevance of the Review:

• Poverty in Latin America: • Ur ban transport in Latin
a review of concepts and data . America.

• Unequal develo pment and the
• Development and equity: absorption of Labour. Latin

the cha llenge of the 1980s. Ame rica 1950-1980.
• Problems and or ientations of • The international recession

development. and Lati n America.
The CEPAL Review is publis hed th ree times per year: Ap ril, Augu st and
December. You can receive the Review through Standing Order Service
automatically. Priceper issue $6.00

UNITED NATIONS
Room A-3315

New York, N.Y. lOOI7
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Cambridge Latin American Studies

The Struggle for Land
A Political Economy of the
Pioneer Frontier in Brazil from
1930 to the Present Day
Joe Foweraker
" ... well argued ... a book of con
sequence, informed by a large
theoreticalliterature."-Jour
nal of Interdisciplinary History
No. 39 1981 $39.50

Oil and Politics in
Latin Atnerica
Nationalist Movements and
State Companies
George Philip
"... an excellent book ... well
written, comprehensive, and
informative." - Choice
No. 40 1982 $49.50

Demographic Collapse
Indian Peru, 1520-1620
Noble David Cook
"... fascinating and thoroughly
researched ..."- The Times of
the Americas
No. 41 1982 $37.50

Revolution
from Without
Yucatan, Mexico, and the
United States, 1880-1924
Gilbert M. Joseph
"... a pioneering and mature
study that may well be the best
book on Yucatan ever written
by an American scholar.... It
sustains the outstanding repu
tation of this series."- Choice
No. 42 1982 $49.50

Juan Vincente Gomez
and the Oil Companies
of Venezuela,
1908-1935
Brian S. McBeth
No. 43 Spring 1983

Law and Order in
Aztec Texcoco
Jerome A. Offner
No. 44 Spring 1983

Brazil's State-Owned
Enterprises
A Case Study of the State
as Entrepreneur
Thomas J.Trebat
No. 45 Spring 1983

Other New Books on
Latin America .. .

Labor Markets and
Inequitable Growth
The Case of Authoritarian
Capitalism in Brazil
Samuel A. Morley

$39.50

Ecology and Exchange
in the Andes
David Lehmann, Editor
Cambridge Studies in Social
Anthropology $39.50

Cambridge University Press
:lllIIIIII 32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022 _
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~ 4,..... .

New and Noteworthy

The Tejano Community, 1836-1900
Arnoldo De Leon
"A useful book. . . . should remain the standard for many years to
come."- Choice
"A refreshing perspective on the d evelopment and history of the
Southwest. It is u seful for an understanding of the Mexican
American experie n ce, the social hi story of 19th ce n tu ry America an d
the poignance of immigration and se tt lemen t ."- His pan ic
Business Cloth : $19.95

Canones: Values, Crisis, and Survival in a Northern New Mexico
Village Paul Kutsche & John R. Van Ness
"An important dimension is added to the study of rural northern
New Mexico."-Choice
"Anyone interested in Hispano culture in the U.S. will gain from
it."-Books of the Southwest Cloth : $17.50

The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846: The American Southwest
Under Mexico David J . Weber
"A historiographical and bibliographic tour d e force . . . . It will be
for many years an indispensable tool for any student of the re 
gion."-New Mexico Historical Review Cloth: $19 .95 Paper: $9.95

Heritage of Conquest: Thirty Years Later
Edited by Carl Kendall, John Hawkins, & Laurel Bossen
Th is coll ection of essays assesses some of the changes that have
occurred in Mexico and Guatemala, and in the anthropological
study of Mesoamerican society since the publication thirtyyears ago
of a landmark stu dy entitled The Heritage of Conques t. January
1983 Cloth : $27 .50

Colonial Entrepreneurs: Families and Business in Bourbon
Mexico City John E. Kicza
Th is is the first study of the multi-faceted com mercial world of
Mexico City in the latecolonial period .The author's careful examina
tion reveals a familv-dominated n etwork that con tro lled business
dealings and socia(intemctions in the cap ital ci ty rhroughout the
period. February 1983 Clo th price not set

University of New Mexico Press
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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NOTES ON THE CONTRIBUTORS

DAVID FELIX, Professor of Economics at Washington University (St. Louis), has
published various articles on socioeconomic development problems of twentieth
century Latin America. His main current interest is in comparative and theoreti
cal research on long-term economic growth processes of advanced and less devel
oped economies.

RAMON LAYERA teaches Spanish American literature at the University of
Texas at Austin and is the translation editor of the Latin American Literary
Review.

EVEYLNE HUBER STEPHENS teaches Comparative Politics at the College of the
Holy Cross (Massachusetts). Her past work dealt with political determinants
and effects of workers' participation in Europe and Latin America. She is cur
rently involved in a research project on the lessons from the Jamaican experience
under the government ofMichael Manley for the general question ofdependency,
development, and democratic socialism.

EDMUNDO F. FUENZALIDA is Associate Professor of International Development
Education at Stanford University. His main research interests are the sociology
of scientific research and higher education in the peripheral areas of the contem
porary world social system, with particular reference to Latin America.

EDWARD H. MOSELEY is Professor of Latin American history and the director of
the Capstone International Program Center at the University of Alabama. His
main research interesthasbeen nineteenth-century Mexico, especially the north
eastern region which borders on Texas. Since 1971 he has conducted a short
course in Merida, Yucatan, and has done research on a number of facets of the
Maya region. In 1980 he was the co-editor of a volume entitled Yucatan: A
World Apart.

REINHARD LIEHR is currently at the Ibero-Amerikanisches Institut Preus
sischer Kulturbesitz and teaching at the Freie Universitiit at West Berlin. He is
author of Stadtrat und stadtische Oberschicht von Puebla am Ende der
Kolonialzeit 1787-1810 (1971) and Sozialgeschichte spanischer Adelskor
porationen: Die Maestranzas de Caballeria 1670-1808 (1981).

DANIEL ZIRKER is a Ph.D. candidate in Political Science at the University of
Alberta, having conducted his dissertation research in Brazil in 1980and 1981.
He is presently an instructor in the Department of Political Science at the
University of Alberta.

ALBERTO CIRIA is Professor of Political Science at Simon Fraser University,
Canada. He has recently finished a book-length manuscript on "Politics and
Culture in Peronist Argentina, 1946-55."

MARC EDELMAN is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Anthropology at
Columbia University. He has done fieldwork in New York City, Mexico and
Costa Rica. During 1980-82 he was a Visiting Researcher at the Instituto de
Investigaciones Sociales of the Universidad de Costa Rica.
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Membership in the Latin American Studies Association includes a subscription to the
Latin American Research Review. Annual dues (as of January 1983) are given below. Dues
are payable on 1 January. Checks should be made payable to the Latin American
Studies Association and mailed to Richard N. Sinkin, Executive Director, LASA Secre
tariat, Sid W. Richardson Hall, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712.

CLASP, $60.00; Institutional Sponsor (non-profit), $60.00; Institutional Sponsor
(profit), $500.00. Members (scaled to personal income): under $20,000, $25.00;
$20,000-29,999, $28.00; $30,000-39,999, $32.00; over $40,000, $37.00. Joint Members
(two family members at the same mailing address will receive only one copy of LARR
and other LASA publications): add $11.00 to dues for member with higher income.
Emeritus Members, $15.00; Graduate Student Associates, $15.00; Latin American!
Caribbean Members, $20.00; Introductory, $18.00 (for new members only-persons
who have been paid members after January 1977 are ineligible). .

Nonmembers of LASA may subscribe to LARR at the following rates: Institutions: $30.00
per year; Individuals, $15.00; Students, $10.00. Latin American subscribers pay a
special rate of $12.00 per year for Institutions and $8.00 for Individuals and Students.
Air Mail rates on request. Address all subscription matters to LARR, Latin American
Institute, 801 Yale N.E., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131.

For back issues of.LARR: Volumes I through IX-Kraus-Thomson Organiza
tion Limited, Route 100, Millwood, New York 10546
Volumes X through cqrrent-LARR, Latin American
Institute, 801 Yale N.E., University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Microfilm copies of LARR are available from University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb
Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. Microfiche copies are available from Johnson Associates,
P.O. Box 1017, Greenwich, CT 06830.

Please notify us immediately of any change of address. A charge of $2.00, to cover cost of
handling and postage, will be made to forward any copy of LARR returned to us because
of an undeclared change of address.

Published three timesa yearby
The Latin American Studies Association

Composition by the University of North Carolina Press

Instructions to Authors: Address all correspondence to Editor, LARR, Latin American In
stitute, 801 Yale N.E., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131.

Please submit three dark, clear copies of your manuscript on 8112" x 11" paper (do not
use erasable paper). All material, including extracts and notes, should be typed double
spaced; notes should be typed separately at the end of the manuscript.

For all matters of style, especially format for notes and bibliographies, please consult
the latest edition of A Manual of Style, University of Chicago Press.

If you wish LARR to return copies of your manuscript, please enclose a stamped, self
addressed envelope.
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION

President, JORGE DOMINGUEZ, Harvard University
Vice-President, HELEN SAFA, University of Florida
Vice-President Elect, WAYNE CORNELIUS, University of California-San Diego
PastPresident, PETER H. SMITH, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Executive Director, RICHARD SINKIN, University of Texas at Austin

Executive Council

CARMEN DIANA DEERE, University of Massachusetts
CORNELIA BUTLER FLORIDA, Kansas State University
JAMES MALLOY, University of Pittsburgh
MARIO OJEDA, El Colegio de Mexico
ALEJANDRO PORTES, Johns Hopkins University
SUSAN KAUFMAN PURCELL, Council on Foreign Relations
NORMAN WHITTEN, JR., University of Illinois

Alternates

DAVID SCOTI PALMER, Foreign Service Institute
SAUL SOSNOWSKI, University of Maryland

The Latin American Studies Association publishes the LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH

REVIEW to achieve greater and more systematic communication among individuals and
institutions concerned with scholarly studies of Latin America.

The LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH REVIEW was founded with the support of contributions
from the sponsoring institutions and a supplementary grant from the Ford Foundation.

LARR Sponsoring Institutions

The Ford Foundation
The Hispanic Foundation
University of Alabama
The University of Arizona
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
The City University of New York
Columbia University
The University of Connecticut
Cornell University
University of Florida
University of Houston
University of Illinois
Indiana University
The University of Kansas
Louisiana Sta te University
University of Miami, Florida
The University of Michigan
Michigan State University
The University of New Mexico

New York University
The University of North Carolina
University of Notre Dame
The Ohio State University
University of Oregon, Eugene
University of Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania State University
University of Pittsburgh
University of Puerto Rico
Southern Methodist University
Stanford University
State University of New York,

Stony Brook
The University of Texas, Austin
Texas Tech University
Tulane University
The University of Virginia
Washington University
The University of Wisconsin
Yale University
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